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ISBN 9781925984026

Once at a poetry reading at Manning Clark House I was asked who my favourite 
Australian poet was. Without much hesitation I answered ‘David Campbell’, and 
was promptly shown a repaired floorboard that David Campbell had once danced 
through, drunk on whisky. On any other day perhaps I might have answered with 
a different poet, but it is indicative of David Campbell’s current standing that many 
poets I know nominate him as their favourite, or near-to-favourite Australian poet. 
This alone makes the publication of this biography of him especially welcome.

Joseph Brodsky once observed that poets mostly come from decayed gentry, and 
there is something of this revealed in the portrait that emerges from this biography. 
In discussing the history of Campbell’s novel Strike, which was belatedly published 
in 2006, Persse cites a letter from Douglas Stewart to Campbell in which he tells 
him that ‘the distinguishing characteristics of your poetry [are] clarity, form, 
economy, decision; a restrained warmth, and the aristocratic point of view’ (p. 57). 
While Campbell’s family background, which Persse details back to convict roots, 
was not literally aristocratic, it is interesting to learn that Campbell’s father had 
stopped practising as a doctor in order to join his brothers in a pastoral company 
that owned properties in Queensland and New South Wales (apart from Ellerslie, 
in the Monaro where Campbell grew up): perhaps this is as close as Australia gets 
to landed gentry. Campbell’s career as a pastoralist seems to have been a process of 
gradual downsizing, but Persse leaves it to the reader to decide whether Campbell’s 
poetry may have been the beneficiary and/or driver of this diminishment.

Much of Persse’s method as a biographer is to allow the reader space to read between 
the lines, necessary perhaps for a character as complex as Campbell’s. There are 
near mythic dimensions to him, such as the decorated war hero who played rugby 
for England, but also less admirable aspects, such as alcoholism and violence: that 
Campbell may have suffered from post-traumatic stress disorder is not a question 
that Persse asks, but could be inferred from the facts as we have them. Campbell’s 
character is complex for the contradictions it contains. Football, as he told the 
journalist Lenore Nicklin in an interview in 1976, led him to poetry: ‘As a schoolboy 
… he used to lie in bed and play imaginary games—40 minutes both ways’; and 
she quotes Campbell: ‘It was good for my football and the best exercise for the 
imagination one could have’ (p. 14). Yet Campbell also ‘abominate[d] the idolizing 
of any form of sport’, according to a valedictory article in a student magazine from 
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Cambridge (p. 33). Punch-ups at the pub were ‘an intermittent part of Campbell’s 
life, at least in the early and mid-1960s’ (p. 105), yet he is also remembered as 
a ‘firmly gentle man’ (p. 167). Perhaps the descriptor ‘impish’, which recurs a great 
deal in this biography, comes closest to describing a character that can comprehend 
such polarities. Overall, there is a strong impression of warmth: ‘The warmest man 
I ever knew’ (p. 178) is the first line of a poem from 2002 written by his nephew, 
Simon Eckersley, and Geoffrey Dutton writes in his autobiography that:

Of all my friends since the early days with [Denison] Deasey, David was the one 
I most enjoyed talking to, partly because of the pleasure of yarning, spiced by his 
endearing sense of humour, but mostly because the talk teased out the threads of 
ideas, especially about poetry, that were still tangled inside me. There was no forcing, 
or hectoring, or justifying. Lots of gossip, but no needling malice. Most of all, 
perhaps, talking to someone whose knowledge of poetry was not academic or even 
all that wide, but very deep. What he knew he knew to the sound of every syllable. 
I miss him more than anyone else.1

Yet Campbell’s belligerence as a drunk is also a recurring theme. Persse mentions 
that ‘in his papers in the National Library, for instance, there is correspondence 
relating to a damaged chandelier at the Brazilian Ambassador’s house in Canberra, 
and Campbell’s offer, and attempts, to find a replacement’ (p. 69). An ugly incident 
is recounted by Hugh Bell a former head of English at The Kings School of the 
last, infamous ‘Fathers and Masters’ dinner at the school in 1976. Running out of 
conversation with an already drunk Campbell who was ‘ignoring all said to him and 
simply swaying from side to side with a quizzical look’, Bell asked him:

‘I’ve noticed that you haven’t published any poetry in recent times, you aren’t going 
to dry up prematurely like Ken Slessor are you?’

With this and without any detectable change of expression he leant forward and 
planted one of his large boots on my right knee with some force. I immediately 
fell to the floor as gracefully as one could in the circumstances and writhed around 
a bit whilst I pondered my next move. This was to my feet, assisted by one or two 
onlookers. DC had moved on.

After the dinner DC proceeded to make a speech punctuated by calls for more beer 
and so increasingly incoherent and scathingly critical of TKS and all which it stood 
for. The assembled then drank rather more than they should, presumably to cover up 
their embarrassment, and the night became slightly riotous. (p. 206)

Campbell’s stints in rehab at Alanbrook, a private hospital in Mosman founded by 
his friend Rodney Seaborn, seem to have been vital for Campbell to enter his final 
decade with a poetic vitality that eludes most poets.

1  Geoffrey Dutton, Out in the Open: An Autobiography (St Lucia, Qld: University of Queensland Press, 1992), 433.
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Persse’s account of years spent at Cambridge are revelatory, for it is clear that his 
studies under the classical and literary scholar E. M. W. Tillyard were important 
for the grounding he received in the Elizabethan lyric and early fifteenth-century 
anonymous verse that influenced his early verse, as well as hanging out with a fellow 
undergraduate, John Manifold. In an interview for the National Library of Australia 
with Hazel de Berg in 1967, Campbell reveals how he ‘began to see some way of 
bringing Banjo Paterson and those early poets together, to—well, it seemed to me 
a way in which I could move. It took me a long while to do anything along this line 
but this was gradually—it gradually opened up a way for me’ (p. 30).

Persse deals with Campbell’s family life with a light touch, mentioning numerous 
affairs but only naming two, the longstanding affair with Elizabeth Ryrie, and his 
second marriage to Judith Jones in 1968, who was married to the poet Evan Jones 
when they first met in 1961 (p. 115). Itis not clear whether delicacy, reticence of 
family members, or simply the passage of time is the reason for this discretion, but 
it would be interesting if these aspects of Campbell’s life were given as much weight 
as Campbell’s ‘very successful school career’ (p. 13) and ‘very fine war career’ (p. 59), 
to both of which considerable attention is given.

Persse’s observations about the poetry are similarly light, with extensive quotation 
and broad thematic commentary, accompanied by the interpolation of views of 
numerous critics. In this regard, the biography makes for an excellent introduction 
to Campbell’s work. Persse’s view of Campbell’s thematic preoccupations centre 
on the metaphysical: ‘He had a strong spiritual side to his nature, but was not 
a conventional Christian believer’ (p. 9); ‘Campbell had a deep understanding of the 
essential unity of all things in nature, in the universe, in the mind of man’ (p. 64); 
of the poem ‘Lizard and Stone’ from The Man in the Honeysuckle: ‘this poem is a 
compelling image of the unity of all things, a recurring theme in his poetry’ (p. 216); 
and ‘Relating the present to the future, a moment to eternity, the part to the whole, 
was a recurring theme in Campbell’s poetry’ (a useful observation made in relation to 
the poem ‘Eternity’, quoted in part, from 13 October 1943). While this pantheistic 
or perhaps animistic metaphysical tendency is no doubt one important aspect of the 
verse, so too are be the contradictions in Campbell’s personality and also his ability, 
late in life to reinvent himself in the manner of his early influence, Yeats.

Persse writes of Campbell’s introduction to the 1973 edition of his Selected Poems 
that Campbell’s reference to ‘surrealism’ (‘The surrealism of our landscape shimmers 
in the Australian mind’2) ‘is significant in any critique of Campbell’s work’ (p. 119), 
and finishes the chapter allowing Campbell to speak of the Kelly poems as responses 
to Nolan and on a sequence responding to Lowell’s Life Studies without commenting 
further (p. 120). At times I wanted to know whether Persse agreed with some of the 

2  David Campbell, Selected Poems (Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1978), v.
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opinions he cites, or at least to have some of them read together and/or against each 
other to weave a more complex view of the work. What appears as surrealism may 
partly be explained by Campbell’s translation project of Osip Mandelstam and other 
Russian poets; imitations of Mandelstam appear in his final collection, The Man in 
the Honeysuckle, and do not appear out of place in the collection. A broadly surreal 
style could be said to have been a characteristic of the New Apocalypticism as well as 
some American poetry of the 1950s. I think this term is best understood as a species 
of indeterminacy: Geoffrey Lehmann ‘called David “the poet of the chimaera, of 
things never being as they seem”’ (p. 194). It would be useful to have known who 
Campbell was reading around 1973, as my guess is its source was a lot closer to 
home. One important clue is contained in Alan Gould’s essay ‘Remembering David 
Campbell’ from which Persse quotes. The passage which follows on from the section 
Persse quotes reads

It is true that Kevin Hart and I wrote a satiric poem called ‘The Harrowing of 
Balmain’ about various Australian writers, but the poem’s spirit is mischievous rather 
than evangelical. Shortly after it was finished, we read it to David one lunch-time out 
at ‘The Run’. He listened with a lop-sided smile until we had finished, then said that, 
actually, he liked many of the poems written by the poets we had pilloried.3

In fact, the evidence from poems from the ‘other side’ of the poetry wars indicate 
that Campbell’s friendships in poetry were wide and, almost certainly, those with 
some Sydney poets were sustaining of the later poetry. For example, Martin Johnston 
dedicated his poem ‘Gradus Ad Parnassum’ to Campbell, which contains the lines:

A good line (ironic distancing) would be the cheerfully morbid
surrealist — black comedy, kitsch, fantastically rich
imagery — the sort of thing David Campbell does so well
in his latest book.4

and John Forbes, in his elegy to Martin Johnston ‘Lassu in Cielo’ offers a kind of 
affectionate snapshot of Campbell and Johnston together. It is worth quoting in full:

Lassu in Cielo
i.m. Martin Johnston
my first dream of home
from Loughborough U

involves two poets arguing
over a lunch time stew

remember those post-binge
mid-seventies Glebe mornings—

3  Alan Gould, The Totem Ship (Potts Point, NSW: Duffy & Snellgrove, 1996), 56.
4  Martin Johnston, The Sea-Cucumber (St Lucia, Qld: University of Queensland Press, 1978), 6.
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lantana & sandstone, bits
of Harbour out the window

& the light, intense & blue?
I crawl downstairs & there’s

Martin chopping garlic to
vague, patrician interjections—

‘mate, isn’t garlic something
one can overdo?’

Martin pauses, mock pedantic—
‘Aristotle, Galen, Hippocrates

& all the authorities agree,
garlic, de natura
is not subject to degree!’

then, as if it’s worried him
for years, David Campbell DSO, DFC,

takes another swig of whisky
looks up & says ‘I see. I see.’5

Obviously, there was another David Campbell who eludes Persse’s view of him. 
Nevertheless, Persse is correct to note that Campbell’s mentoring of, and friendship 
with the younger Canberra poets, which included Gould, Hart, Geoff Page and 
Roger McDonald, was one source of energy for him (p. 193), and his generosity 
and mischievous warmth is evident from the way these poets remember him.

This is not a critical biography and should not be faulted for not containing more 
critical readings of some of the poems. Any new book on Australian poetry is as 
welcome as it is uncommon, and this biography is a useful contribution to our 
understanding of one of Australia’s finest poets.

‘Lassu in Cielo’ reproduced with kind permission from the estate of Michael Forbes.

5  John Forbes, Damaged Glamour (Rose Bay, NSW: Brandl & Schlesinger, 1998), 50–51.
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